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As regular readers know, the format here is typically Q&A. For today’s short episode, it’ll be a 
speech from The Committee. You know, that fiction of my imagination?  Well….uh….no. I just 
ain’t that sharp; in person, everybody who meets me gets what a dullard I am. 
 
Speaks The Committee: 
 
“The end of change is also change; change cannot end.  
 
Humans often describe, support, encourage, criticize or denounce change for specific purpose, 
as if it must be stopped or has to be promoted. The reality of human existence is the same as 
for your soul, being your existence minus the physical body so many humans among you 
perceive to be the essence of your existence, as it is for you as you read these words. 
 
When humans discuss change, the true discussion is control. Who decides and who submits, 
either voluntarily or against their will.  
 
Voluntary submission is not; when humans do this, it is because s/he and they have learned to 
disguise reluctance and resistance which s/he & they & you perceive might incur punishment, 
sanction or retribution. 
 
When humans truly go along voluntarily, this is referred to as joining. Joined a club is an 
excellent example.   
 
The way change has happened in recent history is about to change. The wall is already showing 
cracks, even though its collapse is not imminent. 
 
The human life of pursuit of positive, avoidance of negative, is used to manipulate. Humans are 
shown negative to induce behavior and choice, designed to supply advantage for purveyor 
perpetrators of negative. The manufactured coronavirus panic plandemic is a recent, well-
known world example.  
 
How humans affect humans now and recently, meaning over the past two centuries, will cease 
to be possible. Human change will be caused by humans to humans in vastly different ways, 
because of and resulting from changes coming to Earth that no human can cause, prevent or 
control. 
 
Change is a euphemism for control.  
 
Be well one and all.” 


